
WHY DID YOU CHOOSE AVIATION CAREER

However, this is a career choice that will serve you very well when it is from one location to another each and every day,
as do tons of consumer goods and products. Here are some reasons why individuals often choose aviation as a career.

Working at an airport may not afford you the travel opportunities but it does offer stability and the excitement
of dealing with worldly travelers. Answer: The purpose behind asking this question is to assess your people
skills. Flight crews also qualify for many discounts on hotels, rental cars, ski resorts, and other travel-related
attractions. Job flexibilityâ€”Experienced pilots have the luxury of working from various cities or wherever
their jobs take them. In fact crew members may visit as many as ten cities on several different continents in
one five-day shift! He wants to know whether this was a well-planned decision on your part or not. Off the
job, flight crews receive the same travel benefits that most other airline employees enjoy. Question 6: How
would you react if you find your colleague not doing their job? Maybe you are wanting to break-in to the
aviation industry or you are already working in it and wanting to progress within the industry. You could
choose to pursue a customer service role such as becoming a flight attendant, baggage handler or airline ticket
agent. The economy has been seeing an upward facing curve and will continue to do so. Our rating system lets
you compare the agencies based on ratings and reviews from other candidates that have worked with them.
Flexibility Whereas some careers are pretty cut-and-dry think of a veterinarian or a dental hygienist, for
example , a career in aviation is incredibly flexible. But do not forget to add that their airline is your preferred
choice. But what attracts candidates to these roles in the first place? See the worldâ€”Pilots get the unique
opportunity to travel the world, experience exotic destinations, and learn about different cultures. Benefits and
perks? Pilots get to take pride in getting their passengers to their destinations safely, and aircraft mechanics
know that they play an important role in this by keeping aircraf safe. According to Shaikh Ahmed bin Saeed
Al Maktoum, chairman of Emirates Airline, the company carriers flew some 51 million passengers in  It is
easy but what will set you apart from other candidates is how you tell the story. And the travel opportunities
are there for when you're off the clock too. Some airlines even have agreements with each other offering their
employees the chance to purchase discounted tickets on their airline flights as well. Monarch Airlines for
example have a team of development professionals from various backgrounds whose job it is to support
Monarch employees with their learning and development. With the time to think, you will gradually become
less impulsive, and more confident about making certain decisions. Answer: There is only one answer to this
question. This is another big reason why candidates are drawn to working for an airline or airport because it
gives them the opportunity to meet new people on a daily basis. But when you work for an airline or at an
airport, the people you come in contact with can change daily. Answer: For this particular question, Internet
comes as a great help. Of this, 9. You are what you wear, simple as that. Airline employees, especially flight
attendants, reveal that they chose the work because of the people. That's 9. Of course, if traveling is a primary
interest, then definitely review the cruise ship employment section of JobMonkey. In the United States alone
there are more than airlines of all sizes, employing over , people. Answer: There are many jobs one can opt for
in the aviation industry but what motivates you to choose a specific field is something an interviewer wants to
know. And it doesn't stop there, with some airlines, flight crew qualify for discounts on rental cars and hotels
and even some travel attractions while on holiday. Find the Right Role for You Working in aviation, whether
we are referring to working for an airline or working for an airport means you'll be working as part of a huge,
varied team. Flight attendants also often state that they chose their job because of the variety of interesting
people it enables them to meet. When she is not working, she enjoys spending time with her family and
blogging.


